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Streamlight stinger charger manual

1 2 3 4 5 6 ESTONIAN STINGER ® F C AST HARGER Fits All Stingers (Stinger ®, Stinger HP Stinger XT HP, PolyStinger, UltraStinger ® ® • 4 times faster than standard charger • Charges only 2.5 hours • LED flashes, when the light is fully charged. • The state-of-the-art digital switchsto converts the power supply voltage into a safe and efficient power transfer flashlight. •
Negative, delta voltage decharging function prevents overcharging and prolongs battery life. • The backup timer ensures additional supercharge. reduces the drain of the vehicle's batteries in mobile devices (DC devices). • The battery diagnostic circuit shows a bad battery. USE THE STREAMLIGHT STINGER FAST CHARGER USER GUIDE, SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS. This
guide contains important safety ®, Stinger XT ®. ) ® charger loads the fully exhausted Stinger in good condition within 2.5 hours. When the Stinger is placed in the quick charger, the red LED lights up continuously indicating that the speed of charging is applied. Special switching sensations when the battery has received full charge, switches to lower service charging speed and
causes the LED to flash, indicating that the service speed is being applied and that the Stinger has been fully charged. The secondary safety circuit interrupts the fast speed immediately after about 2.5 hours, unless, for some reason, the primary circuit stops the express charge. 1. WARNING! On mobile devices, do not connect the Quick Charger to a switchable power source.
The quick charger must be connected directly to the vehicle battery or to the unconsing side of the ignition by means of a 2 amp-protector. Use a lighter plug only if the lighter jack of the vehicle is not switched off with the ignition switch and only if the plug fits firmly with the lighter. There is a risk of battery damage or explosion if the power supply of the fast charger is repeatedly
switched off and on. If the charger gives a service speed, the vehicle's battery is low. 2. Do not charge the battery if the temperature is below 32ºF (0ºC) or above 105ºF (40ºC). Battery life is affected by ® charging temperature at extreme temperatures. 3. Keep the flashlight and charger contacts clean at all times. Poor contacts may cause the charger to malfunction. Abrasive
pencil eraser works well to clean contacts. ® battery 4. Observe the LED: A. If it does not flash quickly and continuously indicating full charging within 2.75 hours of insertion of the flashlight, check the charger and install the AC wiring that may reset the speed of charge. If no obvious external error is found, return the system to Streamlight for the service. B. If you notice that the
LED flashing always takes more than 2.5 hours, especially the flashlight is not completely deflated, return the system for maintenance. C. If the light bulb does not come stable when the flashlight is inserted, return the system for maintenance. D. The proper operation of the fast charging closure circuit can be tested as follows: insert the flashlight into the charger for at least 5
minutes. Without removing the charger, switch it on briefly for about ten (10) seconds, the LED should switch to flash mode. 5. The high-speed charging system requires a wall transformer #22665-120V, #22664-23OV or DC power cord to charge UltraStinger or SuperStinger. Three brightness levels, an emergency strobe and a strong aluminum housing with a comfortable
rubberized grip make the Streamlight Stinger DS rechargeable LED flashlight a solid choice for law enforcement, industrial and recreational use under demanding conditions. The C4 LED offers 85, 175 and 350 lumens with a duration of 7.3, 3,8 and 2 hours, respectively, fully charged. Dual, independent push-button switches, one back basket and one in the head, make light easy
to use no matter how you hold it. The Strobe device can disorient the attacker or signal for help. The Stinger's 6000 series treated aluminum body has a rubberized handle with a secure, comfortable grip. The scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens is closed with o-rings and the light has an IPX4 water resistance rating and a impact resistance of 3,3'' . The light comes with a 120/100
VAC smart charger that can charge light for 3-4.5 hours. Light Performance 85/175/350 LumensPower regulated C4 white LEDRuntimes: 7.3, 3.8, 2 hours, according to TheEp-Cup Parabolic Switch Location: Head and TailcapType: push buttonClick high, medium, Low, and StrobeMomentary and Continuous-on Operation Building Data Treated aluminum housing rubberized
gripScratch-resistant polycarbonate lens120/100 VAC smart charger loads light 3-4.5 hoursIPX4 waterproofB resistant 3.3'UPC: 3.3'UPC:080926758117 In Box Streamlight Stinger DS Rechargeable LED Flashlight with 120/100 VAC Smart Charger 120/100 VAC Smart Charger 3.6 VDC Sub-C NiMH Battery Limited Lifetime Warranty Contents Contents Contents The PDF
(Portable Document Format) was created in the early 1990's brand new way for computer users to share documents with each other, especially if one person is a person and another on a Computer On Mac. A shared PDF displays exactly the same on both computers. If this file complies with the user manuals, manuals or user manuals, please download the function sets you are
looking for. ManualsZoom provides quick and easy access to the Streamlight UltraStinger Flashlight. We hope it's a Streamlight UltraStinger Flashlight user. Our complete line of Stinger flashlights, a premier worklie that lasts as long as your shift, offering performance and value. Streamlight 75458 Stinger DS LED High Lumemen Rechargeable Flashlight 120-Volt AC/12-Volt DC
Piggyback Charger - 800 Lumens. 4.6 out of 5 stars 800. Streamlight 75434 Stinger LED High Lumemen Rechargeable Flashlight 120-Volt AC/12-Volt DC Piggyback Charger - 800 Lumens. STINGER LED HP Thank you for choosing Stinger LED, Stinger DS LED, PolyStinger LED, PolyStinger DS LED, Stinger LED HP or Stinger DS LED HP. As with any fine tool, reasonable
maintenance and maintenance of this product provides years of dependable service. Please read this user manual before Stinger LED, Stinger DS LED, PolyStinger LED. To charge the stinger, first turn it off and insert it into the charger. The charger's LED should light up, indicating that the charging power is flowing. Full charging takes about ten (10) hours, 2.5 hours for fast
charging. The stinger should operate for more than one (1) hour after fully charge. StreamLight Stinger DS LED guides and user manuals. Instructions, instructions and specifications for the Stinger DS LED flashlight. The database contains 1 StreamLight Stinger DS LED guides (available for free online viewing or downloading PDF): User Manual manual. The PDF was created by
Adobe and is not maintained by the International Organization for Standardisation (ISO). It is a very interactive format and can contain buttons, links, audio, video, form fields, business logic and even electronic signatures. It can capture fonts, pictures, and document texts, and format documents from many different programs. Most PDF viewers or software used to view a PDF is
available for free. There are many options including Scribus, pdfTex, Adobe InDesign, Adobe Illustrator as well as Google Docs. The most popular, however, is Acrobat Reader DC. Beko WM5100W Pdf user manuals. Watch online or download Beko WM5100W installation and user manuals and washing instructions. View and download beko WM 5100 S installation and user
manuals and washing instructions online. WM 5100 S Washer pdf manually download. Also: Wm5100w, Wm5100s, Wm 5100 w. Beko washer wm5100w user manual. Why do we offer StreamLight Home Safety Product Manuals pdf?:· PDFs are incredibly convenient and easy to open and read for anyone, regardless of whether they have a PC or Mac.· You can compress a PDF
to a file size that is easy to send in e-mail, while maintaining the quality of the images.' You can make a PDF incredibly secure if you can create passwords, digital signatures, and even watermarks.' PDF allows you to enter many different content, including images, animations, 3D models, hyperlinks and buttons. PDF's have its drawbacks such as:· PDFs can often be difficult to edit
or receive information because it is the original intention to exchange easier.· PDFs are of different types, especially when searching for or extracting information. If you have a document you want to convert to PDF, there are many sites on the web that make a conversion for you free and very quickly. The same applies if you want to convert pdf to another format. This is often a
much easier way to edit a PDF. 1 2 3 4 5 6 ESTONIAN STINGER ® F C AST HARGER Fits All Stingers (Stinger ®, Stinger HP Stinger XT HP, PolyStinger, UltraStinger ® ® • 4 times faster than standard charger • Charges only 2.5 hours • LED flashes, when the light is fully charged. • The state-of-the-art digital switchsto converts the power supply voltage into a safe and efficient
power transfer flashlight. • Negative, delta voltage decharging function prevents overcharging and prolongs battery life. • The backup timer ensures additional supercharge. reduces the drain of the vehicle's batteries in mobile devices (DC devices). • The battery diagnostic circuit shows a bad battery. USE THE STREAMLIGHT STINGER FAST CHARGER USER GUIDE, SAVE
THESE INSTRUCTIONS. This guide contains important safety ®, Stinger XT ®. ) ® charger loads the fully exhausted Stinger in good condition within 2.5 hours. When the Stinger is placed in the quick charger, the red LED lights up continuously indicating that the speed of charging is applied. Special switching sensations when the battery has received full charge, switches to
lower service charging speed and causes the LED to flash, indicating that the service speed is being applied and that the Stinger has been fully charged. The secondary safety circuit interrupts the fast speed immediately after about 2.5 hours, unless, for some reason, the primary circuit stops the express charge. 1. WARNING! On mobile devices, do not connect the Quick Charger
to a switchable power source. The quick charger must be connected directly to the vehicle battery or to the unconsing side of the ignition by means of a 2 amp-protector. Use a lighter plug only if the lighter jack of the vehicle is not switched off with the ignition switch and only if the plug fits firmly with the lighter. There is a risk of battery damage or explosion if the power supply of
the fast charger is repeatedly switched off and on. If the charger gives a service speed, the vehicle's battery is low. 2. Do not charge the battery if the temperature is below 32ºF (0ºC) or above 105ºF (40ºC). Battery life is affected by ® charging temperature at extreme temperatures. 3. Keep the flashlight and charger contacts clean at all times. Poor contacts may cause the charger
to malfunction. Abrasive pencil eraser works well to clean contacts. ® battery 4. Watch LED: A. If it does not flash quickly and continuously indicating full charging within 2.75 hours of inserting the flashlight, check the charger and install the AC wiring, which may reset the speed of the high charge. If no obvious external error is found, return the system to Streamlight for the service.
B. If you notice that the LED flashing always takes more than 2.5 hours, especially if the flashlight is not completely discharged, return the system for maintenance. C. If the light bulb does not come stable when the flashlight is inserted, return the system for maintenance. D. The proper operation of the fast charging closure circuit can be tested as follows: insert the flashlight into
the charger for at least 5 minutes. Without removing the charger, switch it on briefly for about ten (10) seconds, the LED should switch to flash mode. 5. The high-speed charging system requires a wall transformer #22665-120V, #22664-23OV or DC power cord to charge UltraStinger or SuperStinger. Superstinger.
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